
Worm Gear Steering Drag Resolved

Having looked at options, costs for wind vane self steering and carefully reading several posts on this 
forum I concluded that, even with the Edson worm gear steering, it was not only possible but had been 
done by others with varying degree of success. The biggest problems appeared to be the lack of any 
feedback in the wheel and friction buildup. Resolving these was an ongoing, on again/off again issue 
that usually involved cleaning and spray lubricants with minor short term improvement. My project 
often went on the back burner as other items moved up on the priority list. In the meantime, I settled on
a DIY Hebredian kit that included plans and all the necessary parts (excluding the wood). It turned out 
to be a good winter project that I completed for about $650. Mounted on the stern of my M31 all parts 
functioned smoothly, but I couldn't get enough torque to turn the wheel. Once again other projects, and 
some sailing, took priority so the unit was strapped to the cabin overhead.

While out light air sailing in a tight space one day I decided to use the engine to get past a couple of 
fishermen near the mid piers of the San Diego Bay bridge to avoid disturbing them. Opening the cover 
of the steering gear box (also referred to as the captains butt seat by the admiral) I was rocked by a boat
wake just as I was about to turn the key, promptly pulling it out and dropping it behind the fuel tank. 
Short story long, we got past the fishermen and retrieved the key by emptying out the port side locker. 
As I crawled back out of the locker I got a new view of the underside of the steering shaft and noticed 
what appeared to be a small step on the shaft just inside the bronze collar.

Several weeks later I had time and an opportunity to dive into this issue, starting with removal of the 
crown nut and wheel. The wheel came off with a bit of wiggling, being sure to catch the slotted key in 
the shaft. I then removed the compass support shelf, held by two stainless screws from the inside of the 
box. This allowed access to the three large bronze screws holding the bronze and wooden collars in 
place, through the box and extending into the inner shaft pillow bearing support block.

     Shaft with bronze collar, mounting screws removed.

As soon as the bronze collar was slid forward the source of the problem immediately became apparent 
when a section of shiny, grooved shaft came into view where this collar had been in contact and slowly 
grinding it down over the many (49?) previous years. 



Bronze collar removed showing shaft wear.

The shaft was also not centered and in contact with the wooden collar at the top with a gap at the 
bottom. Removing the wooden collar revealed the shaft was also in contact with the front face of the 
box. Downward pressure would remove the contact point, but when pressure was removed the shaft 
would spring back into contact.

Wooden collar removed showing contact with box front.



Bottom of shaft clearance.

Breaking out the always handy Dremel tool with a slim grinding tip, I slowly enlarged the top side 
opening in the box front.



When completed I could turn the shaft by hand with little effort. Problem solved I thought, and 
reassembled the collars onto the shaft using the existing screw holes. When I tested the assembly before
installing the wheel the drag was almost worse than before when I tried to turn the shaft! Disassembled 
again the shaft once again turned with little effort. While doing this test I noticed the pillow bearing 
wooden support block was slightly moving up and down allowing the shaft to come into contact with 
the box, suggesting another possible misalignment. Holding the block in place by hand while inserting 
the bronze screws into the existing holes the shaft again moved upward, coming into contact with the 
box.

The light came on and I realized the screws, as drilled, were causing the misalignment with the box, 
wooden collar and bronze collar. I centered the shaft in the box front hole, drilled one pilot hole and 
countersink through the box front into the bearing support block and fastened with a stainless steel 
wood screw from onboard stock. Testing again the shaft still turned easily by hand and a second screw 
was installed as before. So far so good and the shaft still turns easily. Next I slipped the wooden collar 
onto the shaft, centered the main hole on the shaft and rotated it slightly so the existing screw holes in 
the collar would miss the old holes in the box front and the two new screws. I center punched and 
drilled new holes for the bronze screws, one at a time while partially inserting each screw for stability. 
Next the screws were removed and the bronze collar was installed on the shaft and over the wooden 
collar. With the unit assembled the shaft still turned easily by hand. The last step involved reinstalling 
the key into the shaft and sliding the wheel over it, with the crown nut locking it in place, followed by 
remounting the compass bracket.

The wheel now turns smoothly with hardly any effort from only one or two fingers from 1/8 to ¼ turn 
of the wheel while underway, depending on boat speed. Past this range I can feel gradually increasing 
pressure feeding back in the wheel as the rudder presents more surface area to the flow.


